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Hungarian Shidokan Karate Federation 

Open World Championship Shidokan Karate 
Junior and adult karate competition 

 
Osu! 
 
Dear Shihans and Senseis! 
 
 
 

Hereby I am sending you the official invitation for the Open World Championship 
Shidokan Karate, Budapest, Hungary 

 

Kancho Soeno visited Hungary first in 2008. During that time he liked very much the vocation and 
attitude represented by the hungarian team. Since he has visited Hungary several times to held here in 
Budapest the European Shidokan Seminar. 
On the meeting of the Shidokan banch chiefs in July 2014 by the promoter’s instigation I have been 
asked to organize a monumental World Championship. 
 

Hereby I am sending you the official invitation for the 
 

Open World Championship Shidokan Karate on 16 May 2015, 
 

Shidokan Karate Seminar lead by Kancho Yoshiji Soeno on 17 May 2015. 
 
 



The participant of the competition are the hungarian and international Shidokan fighters and from other 
Knock Down Karate Federations and the invited nations’ and federations’ competitor. 
 
 

Hungarian Shidokan Federation invites, you and your students that are interested to 
compete on Budapest, Hungary and train together led by Kancho Soeno! 
 
 
 
Event’s agenda: 
 
15 May 2015 
15:00 – arrivals of the international teams 
16:00 – 21:00 weigh, registration, doctor’s check in the Hotel for every competitor, 
  meanwhile referees’ meeting 
 
 
16 May 2015 
09:00 – ig arrivals to Sportkastély (transfer from the Hotel or individual) 
09:00 – 10:00 last referees’ meeting 
10:00 – től Start of the qualification fights 
14:00 – től ceremonial opening 
14:30 – tól continuation of the competition 
kb. 20:00 announcment of result 
 
 
17 May 2015 
10:00 – 12:00 Kancho Soeno’s seminar, 
12:00 – 14:00 Black belt exam, 
18:00 – 20:00 Branch Chif’s conference, 
19:00 – től Sayonara Party for the international and hungarian branch chiefs 
 
 

Terms of the participation on the world championship:  
Permission of Kancho Yoshiji Soeno we accept participation from each world association, who is over 
18 years and has minimum 4th kyu belt degree (green belt), official member of his/her country’ martial 
arts association, which is a member any of an official world association. 
He/she has his/her country’s official doctor permissions, passed result of the competition doctor check 
and he/she has payed the registration fee. 
One piece of photochrome, which has been recieved by the organizer 6 month before the competition 
with the all of the data of the competitor. 
Appear on the official time well groomed, short nails, a karate gi (no color restriction but for the grip and 
throw). 
 
 

Registration fee:  
50,- Euro/ competitor, (prior not serious registrations the promoter’s proviso that the not european 
competitors should transfer extra 100 EUR pawnt, which will be payed back to the competitor at the 
registration!!), 
0,- Euro/ overseas competitor, 
need to be transferred until 31 March 2015 together with the registration. 
 
 
 

Hotels:  
 
BB KRISZTINA Hotel 
H-2724 Újlengyel 
The accomodation and dining of the invited branch chiefs, competitiors and referees will be payed by 
the organizer (2 nights)). 
Before 15 May 2015 and after 17 May 2017 the hotel should be paid individually. 
 



Fort he hungarian branch chiefs és competitiors: 
ORANGEWAYS Hotel 
H-1239 Budapest, Ócsai út 4. 
The accomodation and dining of the invited branch chiefs, and referees will be payed by the organizer 
(2 nights). 
For the competitiors the organizer will provide 50% discount at the same time. 

 
 
During the seminar we will have the chance to get to know each other and have discussions, 
even about the future of Shidokan. I would need to receive your reply if you are able to 
participate on the events latest until 31 March 2015. I believe it’s a great opportunity to meet 
Kancho Soeno this year and observ Budapest. 
Travel expenses must be covered by the participants, but the accomodation during the event 
covered by organizer with the help of the promoter. 
 
 
I am thankful for your appreciation and  for your support. 
 
 
 
Budapest, 20 January 2015 
 
 

I wish you an efficient preparation and good fight! 
 

OSU! 
 
 
 
 Shihan Attila Kiss  
 Hungarian Shidokan Karate Association 
 President 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUNGARIAN SHIDOKAN KARATE ASSOCIATION 

BUSHIDO SPORT CLUB 
 

President: Attila Kiss  
 

Postal address: H-1239 Budapest, Felsöbüki Nagy Pál u. 5. Hungary 

Telefon: 20/943-0212            Fax: 1/630-2407 

E-mail: shidokan.hungary@gmail.com       www.shidokan.eu 
 
 

 

Hungarian Shidokan Karate Association 

Open Shidokan Karate World Championship 
Junior and adult karate competition 

 
 
1. Purpose of the Event: Decide the Shidokan Karate World Championship titles! 

 Propagation of the Shidokan Karate! 
 Deepen the sport friendship within the World Association. 

 Tighten the relationship with representatives of other organizations and styles. 

2. Organizer of the Event: The Hungarian Shidokan Karate Association and the Bushido Sport Club 

 

3. Date and Time of the Event: May 16th 2015 (Saturday) 10:00 AM 

 

4. Location of the Event: Pestszentimrei Sportkastély (Budapest XVIII, Kisfaludy u. 33/c.) 

 

Special Guests of the Event:  Kancho Yoshiji Soeno 9.dan, Founder of the Shidokan Karate style, 

 The Branch Chiefs of the International Shidokan Organization, 

 Leaders of Hungarian Associations, who accept the invitation to this Event. 



 

5. Participants of the Event: Competitors of the Hungarian and international Shidokan and Knockdown Karate 

   Associations and other competitors from invited nations and Hungarian clubs. 

 

Divisions: Adult male shidokan kumite: Born in 1996 or earlier 

 Junior male shidokan kumite: Born in 1997-98 

  

 Male featherweight -65 kg 

 Male lightweight -75 kg 

 Male middleweight -85 kg 

 Male heavyweight -95 kg 

 Male super heavyweight +95 kg 

 

 Adult female shidokan kumite: Born in 1996 or earlier 

 Junior female shidokan kumite: Born in 1997-98 

 Female lightweight -55 kg 

 Female middleweight -65 kg 

 Female heavyweight +65 kg 

 

 Adult male shidokan-box (with gloves) kumite: Born in 1996 or earlier 

 Male featherweight -65 kg 

 Male lightweight -75 kg 

 Male middleweight -85 kg 

 Male heavyweight -95 kg 

 Male super heavyweight +95 kg 

 

 Adult male and female kata: Born in 1996 or earlier 

 Junior male and female kata: Born in 1997-98  

      

 Minimum belt rank: 4. kyu (both for males and females) 

6. Rules of Event: By the competition rule book of the international Shidokan Karate Association. 

7. President of the Jury: Kancho Yoshiji Soeno 9. dan 

    Chief Referees: Shihan Eddie Yoshimura 8. dan, 

  Shihan János Horváth 6. dan  

 Referees of the Event: Referees delegated by the Hungarian Shidokan Karate and other invited international referees. 

 

8. Deadline for Registration: You can register your competitors online on this website www.shidokan.eu  

 or by email: shidokan.hungary@gmail.com until March 31st 2015! 

 Please observe this deadline to help the organizers!! 

 

9. Registration Fee: 50,- EUR / person. – Which must be paid after each registered competitor! 

 Registration fees are due March 31st. 

  

 

http://www.shidokan.eu/
mailto:shidokan.hungary@gmail.com


 

 Please wire transfer the registration fees to the bank account of the Hungarian Shidokan Karate Association: 

 

 Magyar Shidokan Karate Szövetség 

 1239 Budapest, Felsőbüki Nagy Pál u. 5. 

 UniCredit Bank IBAN: HU12 1091 8001 0000 0072 1634 0003 

    SWIFT: BACXHUHB 

 Please put the names of the club and the competitors in the reference field of the wire transfer. 

 

Brief agenda of the Event: 
 

 May 15th 2015, Friday 16,00 – 21,00 weighing, registration, jury's briefing in the Hotel 

 

 May 16th 2015, Saturday Until 09:00 AM arrival to the Sportkastély (group transfer from the Hotel or individually) 

  09,00 – 10,00 last jury's briefing 

  From 10:00 AM qualifications begin 

  From 02:00 PM opening ceremony, 

  around 08:00 PM announcement of results 

 

Important Note 

The drawing is going to take place after registration; any changes beyond that point will not be accepted. Thus, I 

would like to ask the club leaders to specify exact age and weight data on the registration sheet! 

REGISTRATION DATA IS GOING TO BE PRINTED IN THE NEWSPAPER OF THE EVENT WITHOUT CHANGES! 

Competitors, who weigh over, will be closed out of the Event, those weigh under, will be filed with the minimum of 

their weight division! Depending on the number of the registrations, we may consolidate weight groups! 

Non-attendance is accepted only with medical certificate after registration! Otherwise the registration fee MUST BE 

paid! We CAN'T accept new registrations at the event! 

Thanks for everyone's understanding. 

10. Criteria for Competing: valid registration before the deadline, 

 a recent (not older than 3 months) medical certificate, to be presented at registration, 

 

Awards: 1st Prize: trophy, medal, certificate. 

  2nd Prize: trophy, medal, certificate. 

  3rd Prize: cup, medal, certificate. 

 

11. Entry Fees: The entry of 2 coaches per team is free, 

 others pay 5.000 HUF/person (from the age of 16) 

 3.000 HUF/person (from the age of 10) 

 

Budapest, January 20th 2015. 

 

 I wish you success in your preparation and in the competition! 

 OSU! 

 

 

 Shihan Attila Kiss  

 Hungarian Shidokan Karate Association 

 President 



COMPETITION REVIEW 
 

KUMITE 

 

Match time: 
 junior male-female shidokan karate: 2 minutes, case of draw 2 minutes overtime, case of draw lighter fighter win 

 (in the finals 1 more minute overtime applicapbel in case of draw) 

 adult female shidokan karate: 2 minutes, case of draw 2 minutes overtime, case of draw lighter fighter win 

 (in the finals 1 more minute overtime applicapbel in case of raw) 

 adult male shidokan karate és shidokan-box: 3 minutes, in case of draw 3 minutes, case of draw lighter fighter win 

 (in the finals 1 more minute overtime applicapbel in case of raw) 

 

Junior: Body, thigh KO is allowed, head KO is prohibited! 

Adult: Every regular body surface KO is allowed! 

(adult male category –as per shidokan karate and shidokan box rules – 3 seconds grab technique is allowed, 

after hitting the ground 5 seconds ground fighting is allowed!) 

 

Weigh: 
In case of every fight time is draw the weigh result after the match will deside. 

First weigh is aka after that shiro. 

Competitors have to be weighed in full fight equipments. 

In male weight categories in +90 kgs 10kgs, in other categories 5 kgs difference makes the lighter competitor winner.  

Női versenyen a legnagyobb súlykategóriában 5 kg, míg a többi súlykategóriában 3 kg súlykülönbség szükséges a 

győzelemhez. In female weight categories in +65 kgs 5kgs, in other categories 3 kgs difference makes the lighter 

competitor winner.  

 

Compulsory protectors: 
 junior male: shin protector, suspensor, tooth protector is allowed 

 junior female: shin protector, chest protector, tooth protector is allowed 

 adult male: suspensor, tooth protector 

 adult female: chest protector, tooth protector, posterior protector is allowed 

Protectors need to ensured everyone individually!!! 
 

Note: bandage / stip / band-aid and other protectors ane not allowed, only with doctor’s permission from the 

second fight. 

  

Referee evalutation: 
 

Ippon victory 
If a fighter has been on the floor or left standing by one or more effective technique but can not continue the fight 

in five seconds, the referee announces Ippont.  

If a fighter stands up within three seconds, but suffered an injury that made him unfit for further fight, the referee 

announces Ippont. If a fighter gives up the fight, his opponent wins by Ipponnal. 
 

Waza-ari victory 
If a fighter has bee non the floor by on or more effective technique, but can continue the fight in five seconds, the 

referee announces Waza-ari.  

If a fighter is not on the ground of a technique, but collapses, the referee announces Waza-ari-t.  

If a fighter has bee non the floor by an ashi barai, and this follows in good time and control gedan technique to a 

valid body area, the referee announces Waza-ari.  

Two Waza-ari is Awazate Ippon victory. For a half-valued results only the main referee can allow to continue the fight. 
 

Victory by referee decision 
Without full-featured Ippon, or Waza-ari main referee may announse victory by the end of the fight time, if one of 

the fighters shows higher level fight technique, better condition and better fight spirit..  

Note: the referee may announce victory within the fight time as per the above the difference between the two 

fighters so high that this may seriously endangers the physical saftty of the fighter (TKO) 

Victory by referee decision can only be announced by the main referee and the side referees majority opinion. 



 

Chui 
Chui is to be announced:  

- A slight violation,  

- Passive behavior,  

- Runaway,  

- Speach on the territory of the fight  

- In any case, what the referees are judged. 
 

Genten 
Genten is to be announced:  

- A serious violation,  

- If the fighter causes an irregular technique damage, but his opponent can continue the fight  

- A repeated violation,  

- Attack of the head and the neck by any hand technique,  

- Attack of the flank,  

- Attack of the spine,  

- Attack of the knee,  

- Attack the fighter on the ground by contact,  

- In all cases, which they consider the referees,  

- 2 = 1 chui geneten.  

Note: In the case where one of the fighters are causing his opponent not intentional, but a serious injury, and 

he/she is unable to continue the fight, the causing fighter be punished by genten. 
 

Shikkaku 
Shikkaku is to be announced:  

- Willful serious violation  

- If the fighter intentionally causes a serious injury by irregular technique to the opponent who can not continue 

the fight,  

- If the fighter does not take any attention to the referee's instructions  

- Win by referee decision within the fight time  

- 4 chui 4 = 2 genten = shikkaku  

- If the fighter’s behaiovur contrary to the spirit of karate do  

- If the fighter does not appear within three minutes on the tatami after the beginning of the fight, the referee 

announces Kiken and Kachi  

- In all cases, which to be consider by the referees. 
 

A Chui, Genten, Shikkaku beszámítása a mérkőzés végeredményébe 
A chui and (or) a gene required outcome of the competition is not affected. The referees will decide on the best 

judgment based on the performance seen. (Note .: judges must consider when deciding whether the nature of the 

irregularities what the conclusion and the fighter how close is to the Shikkaku.) In the event that a competitor 

acquires 3 Chui or 1 Genten and one-Chui, and one Waza-ari, too, the winner will be published in the absence of 

other hits.  

In the event of a tie and the Sai shiai Encho sen-away will be held in the Sai shiai penalties will be held by the 

fighter. (Sai shiai new match, Encho sen is overtime)  

If a fighter is disqualified, the oppenent will win by full Ippon. 
 

Illegal techniques: 
prohibited to attack the head and neck by any hand technique,  

prohibited to press and push the opponent by open or closed hands,  

prohibited to attack the flank  

prohibited to attack the spine,  

prohibited to attack the back by elbow,  

prohibited to attack the opponent on the ground by contacted technique (kick and/or hit),  

prohibited to attack by head,  

prohibited to attack from the ground,  

prohibited the repeated, unnecessary ground fall,  

prohibited to attack the knees when the leg is on the ground,  

prohibited to attack the head by strong contact, /only the touch of the skin is allowed at juniors/. 

  

 

 



KATA 
 

The kata competition will be organized in two or three rounds depending on the registered competitiors. 

Before the start of the lot, depending on the registered competitiors the jury desides the number of the participants of each 

rounds and those process. 

From the first round the first 16 competitors will qualify for the second round, from the second round the first 8 competitors 

will qualify for the third round. 

In every round optional kata has to be performed. 

In every performance new kata has to be performed. 

The sequence of the performance has to be defined before each round by lot. 

The final result of the kata competition will count from the gathered points of the competitors in the round. 

 

The process of the competition 
 

Starting 
 

After the call of the result advertiser /the call contains the name, club, country of the competitior/ the competitor goes to the 

edge of the competiotion area and bow. 

After the call of the main referee /Nakae/ the competitor steps to the start line and bow to the main referee. 

After the bow the competitor says the name of the kata loudly. 

After the command of the main referee the competiotor begins with the form of the kata of the performance. 

By the end of the kata after the command of the main referee „Naore, Yasume” steps back to the starting line and waiting for 

the referee’s decesion. 

 

Decision 
 

By the end of the kata the main referee allows to the pointing referees ca. 10 seconds to make the decisions and set the 

pointing tables. 

Thereafter the main referee order the pointing referees with command Hantei – O – Onegai Shimasu or Hantei – O – 

Torimasu and with a long dim pips and a short pips to put up the pointing tables. 

The pointing referees without delay will put up the pointing tables together. 

The result advertiser reads the points from the pointing tables of the main referee and the pointing referees for the rapporteur. 

The pointing referees put down the pointing tabley by the main referee’s loud pips. The rapporteur writes the announced 

point into the competition record /type in to the computer software the points/ and calculates the valid points as per the 

follows: from the total point substract the highest and lowest points and the result will be divided by the number of the 

referees. The result is calculated to 2 decimals and this is the VALID SCORE. 

The result advertiser will announce the valid score. 

 

Ending 
 

The annuancement of the valid score the competitor bow to the main referee, retreat to the edge of the competation area, bow 

again and leave the competetion area. 

 

The base of the judging 
 

The performance of the kata shouldn’t be ranked good or wrong. At the decision making every important element have to be 

taken consideration and make a decision individually. 

Following criterias have to be taken into consideartion during the decision making: 

- the competitor shows the kata with competence and the performance shows clear understanding of the kata, 

- the competitor  shows appropriate focus, strenght, good balance and correct breating, 

- the competitor performs proper stands, and right techniques, 

- other  extra points  can be taken into consideration by the rating of the competitor  / + 0,2 points bonus / 

 

1. Precision The precision of the stands, positions, eyes, hits, kicks, blocks. 

2. Stability The balance of the motions, turns, footworks, jumps and landings, 

3. The energy and life sufficiency Flexible body and free energetic motion, 

 

4. Focusing the strenght Energy saving sharp, definite techniques,  ends the techniques with full of 

energy, 

5. Flexibility of the techniques The techniques performs by proper feeling, speed and rythm 

6. Breathing Well controlled breating regarding the speed of the motion and spiritual content 

7. Continous  standby Standby on spiritual level against the attack of the opponenets 




